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This groundbreaking series from ALAN MOORE, the award-winning writer of V FOR VENDETTA and BATMAN: THE
KILLING JOKE, presents a world where the mere presence of American superheroes changed history, the U.S. won the
Vietnam War, Nixon is still president, and the Cold War is in full effect. WATCHMEN begins as a murder mystery but
soon unfolds into a planet-altering conspiracy. As the resolution comes to a head, the unlikely group of reunited
heroes—Rorschach, Nite Owl, Silk Spectre, Dr. Manhattan and Ozymandias—must test the limits of their convictions and
ask themselves where the true line is between good and evil. WATCHMEN NOIR presents the most celebrated graphic
novel of all time in gritty black-and-white pencils and inks, highlighting illustrator DAVE GIBBONS’ masterful artwork.
A collection of Batman comics, originally published in thirteen monthly installments, following the efforts of the costumed
crime fighter to save Gotham from a serial killer, a crime lord, and assorted gangsters and freaks.
Frank Miller returns to the Dark Knight Universe! It’s been three years since the events of Dark Knight III: The Master
Race. Lara has spent the time learning to be more human, and Carrie Kelley has been growing into her new role as
Batwoman. But a terrifying evil has returned to Gotham City, and Lara and Carrie must team up to stop this growing
threat-and they have a secret weapon. Young Jonathan Kent, “the golden child,” has a power inside of him unlike
anything the world has ever seen, and it’s about to be unleashed... Dark Knight Returns: The Golden Child is Frank
Miller’s triumphant return to the world of the Dark Knight and joining him is the superstar artist Rafael Grampá, the
mastermind behind the groundbreaking Mesmo Delivery. Following work in advertising and film, this incredible
collaboration marks Grampá’s first comics work in six years, bringing his extraordinary detail and storytelling to the Dark
Knight saga, resulting in a Dark Knight story like nothing you’ve ever seen before.Frank Miller returns to the Dark Knight
Universe! It’s been three years since the events of Dark Knight III: The Master Race. Lara has spent the time learning to
be more human, and Carrie Kelley has been growing into her new role as Batwoman. But a terrifying evil has returned to
Gotham City, and Lara and Carrie must team up to stop this growing threat-and they have a secret weapon. Young
Jonathan Kent, “the golden child,” has a power inside of him unlike anything the world has ever seen, and it’s about to
be unleashed... Dark Knight Returns: The Golden Child is Frank Miller’s triumphant return to the world of the Dark Knight
and joining him is the superstar artist Rafael Grampá, the mastermind behind the groundbreaking Mesmo Delivery.
Following work in advertising and film, this incredible collaboration marks Grampá’s first comics work in six years,
bringing his extraordinary detail and storytelling to the Dark Knight saga, resulting in a Dark Knight story like nothing
you’ve ever seen before.
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A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER As a part of the acclaimed DC Comics„The New 52 event of September 2011,
Batwoman's new series finally begins! The creative team of J.H. Williams III and W. Haden Blackman launch the ongoing
Batwoman series, as Batwoman (a.ka. Kate Kane) faces deadly new challenges in her war against Gotham City's
underworld_and new trials in her personal life. Who or what is stealing children from the barrio, and for what vile
purpose? Will Kate train her cousin, Bette Kane (a.k.a. Flamebird), as her new sidekick? How will she handle unsettling
revelations about her father, Colonel Jacob Kane? And why is a certain government agency suddenly taking an interest
in her? These are some of the questions that will be answered in this long-awaited series! This deluxe hardcover colllect
issues 0-5 of Batwoman, part of the DC Comics„The New 52 event.
Batman: Bane of the Demon (1998-) #1
Legends of the Dark Knight (2021-) #1
Hush
Holy Terror
Batman reemerges from his underworld civilization to battle the evils of Gotham, including power-hungry Lex Luther and
Brainiac, and turns against other superheroes as he drifts closer and closer towards insanity.
"An Elvis impersonator and an ex-boxer accept a job transporting a mysterious cargo for Mesmo Delivery. Their detour to a
sleepy desert town begins as an innocent pit stop then erupts into an ultraviolent showdown that rustles the devil from his
sleep" --Publisher description.
Some years after the events of The Dark Knight Returns, America has become an even worse place to live. But a hero has
come to change everything, bringing an army of other forgotten heroes to bear in the war against crime and corruption.
Batman's time has come again.
NEW VILLAIN ALERT: THE COMPOSITE BATMAN/SUPERMAN! Enter the Composite Batman/Superman! The Dark Knight
and the Man of Steel are trapped inside the Brainiac protocol’s deadly moon base, and this psychotic A.I. will not stop until
it has merged with the beings it believes are its creators! And merging is exactly what our heroes are doing, as the deadly
new fusion of the World’s Finest duo emerges to wreak havoc in the name of Brainiac! Can Steel and Batwoman turn the
tide and save their friends?NEW VILLAIN ALERT: THE COMPOSITE BATMAN/SUPERMAN! Enter the Composite
Batman/Superman! The Dark Knight and the Man of Steel are trapped inside the Brainiac protocol’s deadly moon base,
and this psychotic A.I. will not stop until it has merged with the beings it believes are its creators! And merging is exactly
what our heroes are doing, as the deadly new fusion of the World’s Finest duo emerges to wreak havoc in the name of
Brainiac! Can Steel and Batwoman turn the tide and save their friends?
Earth One
Batman: Night of the Owls (The New 52)
Batman: The Dark Knight Returns #3
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Batman: The Dark Knight Returns

Graphic novel. Follows The dark knight returns.
One of the most highly anticipated prequels of all-time is finally here in THE DARK KNIGHT
RETURNS: THE LAST CRUSADE! He changed the history of the comic book industry in 1984 with the
release of THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS and now Frank Miller is back to tell the story before that
story! Frank Miller re-teams with his DAREDEVIL: THE MAN WITHOUT FEAR collaborator, John Romita
Jr. to tell the story set just before the start of the seminal graphic novel BATMAN: THE DARK
KNIGHT REUTURNS begins. Featuring appearances by the Joker, Poison Ivy, Selina Kyle and the
last Robin, this prequel story reveals Who the Dark Knight before he became the elder-statesmen
super-hero from Miller legendary Dark Knight saga. Collects THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS: THE LAST
CRUSADE #1 and exclusive bonus material.
A NEW YORK TIMES Bestseller! Hailed as a comics masterpiece, THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS is Frank
Miller's (300 and SIN CITY) reinvention of the legend of Batman. It remains an undisputed
classic, one of the most influential stories ever told in comics, and is a book cited by the
filmmakers as an inspiration for the most recent Batman movies. It is ten years after an aging
Batman has retired and Gotham City has sunk deeper into decadence and lawlessness. Now, as his
city needs him most, the Dark Knight returns in a blaze of glory. Joined by Carrie Kelly, a
teenage female Robin, Batman takes to the streets to end the threat of the mutant gangs that
have overrun the city. And after facing off against his two greatest enemies, the Joker and TwoFace, for the final time, Batman finds himself in mortal combat with his former ally, Superman,
in a battle that only one of them will survive. This collection is hailed as a comics
masterpiece and was responsible for the launch of the Christopher Nolan Batman movies. This
volume collects BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS #1-4.
In 1986, writer Frank Miller joined with artist David Mazzucchelli and colorist Richmond Lewis
to create one of the most groundbreaking superhero tales ever to see printÑBATMAN: YEAR ONE,
now available in a deluxe edition! Originally published over four issues in the monthly BATMAN
series, this mesmerizing story followed the unprecedented success of MillerÕs apocalyptic saga
BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS to become one of the most popular and influential graphic
novels in the history of American comics. By turns brutal, tender, grim and hopeful, Miller and
MazzucchelliÕs masterful reimagination of Bruce WayneÕs first year as Gotham CityÕs champion
has electrified generations of readers with its unprecedented fusion of gritty realism and
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elegance of form. Now, DC Comics is proud to present a special new hardcover collection of this
modern comics classic. Featuring digitally remastered art, introductions by Miller and series
editor Dennis OÕNeil and an illustrated afterword by Mazzucchelli, BATMAN: YEAR ONE THE DELUXE
EDITION also contains more than 40 pages of behind-the-scenes material, including the complete
script and pencil breakdowns for BATMAN #407.
Dark Knight III: the Master Race
He Who Fights with Monsters
Batman: Knightfall Vol. 1
As evil spreads across Gotham City, Batman's allies, including Red Robin, Batwing, Robin, Batgirl, the Birds of Prey, Nightwing and even Catwoman
find themselves in a battle coming from all sides. The Court of Owls have shown their hand, and it's up to the collective effort of these heroes, some
more unlikely than others, in this sprawling tale of corruption and violence. This epic springs from the pen of Scott Snyder, New York Times bestselling
author of BATMAN: COURT OF OWLS, BATMAN: THE BLACK MIRROR and AMERICAN VAMPIRE, as well as creators Judd Winick, David
Finch, Peter J. Tomasi, Pat Gleason, Tony Daniel, Scott Lobdell, Duane Swierczynski, JH Williams III, Jimmy Palmiotti and Justin Gray! BATMAN:
NIGHT OF THE OWLS collects ALL-STAR WESTERN #9, BATMAN #8-9, BATMAN ANNUAL #1, BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT #9,
BATMAN: DETECTIVE COMICS #9, BATGIRL #9, BATWING #9, BIRDS OF PREY #9, NIGHTWING #8-9, BATMAN AND ROBIN #9,
CATWOMAN #9 and RED HOOD AND THE OUTLAWS #9
Step back into the Gotham of Tim Burton’s seminal classic Batman movies! Batman ’89 brings in screenwriter Sam Hamm (Batman, Batman
Returns) and artist Joe Quinones (Dial H for Hero) to pull on a number of threads left dangling by the prolific director. Gotham becomes torn in two as
citizens dressed as Batman and The Joker duke it out in the streets. As D.A. Harvey Dent tries to keep the city together, he targets the one problem
tearing it apart: BATMAN! And he’ll get Bruce Wayne’s help in taking down the Dark Knight!
Jason wakes up in a mysterious world of magic and monsters.It's not easy making the career jump from office-supplies-store middle manager to heroic
interdimensional adventurer. At least, Jason tries to be heroic, but it's hard to be good when all your powers are evil.He'll face off against cannibals,
cultists, wizards, monsters...and that's just on the first day. He's going to need courage, he's going to need wit, and he's going to need some magic
powers of his own. But first, he's going to need pants.After cementing itself as one of the best-rated serial novels on Royal Road with an astonishing 13
million views, He Who Fights with Monsters is now available on Kindle. It's perfect for fans of Pirate Aba, Dakota Krout, and Luke Chmilenko.
For use in schools and libraries only. Chronicles the events that led to Bruce Wayne's becoming Batman and his first year fighting crime.
The Dark Knight Returns: the Last Crusade
Absolute the Dark Knight (New Printing)
Mesmo Delivery
The Dark Knight Returns

Whatever happened to Batman's greatest ally and his most dangerous foe? Find out here as The Man of Steel and
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the Joker both make explosive returns to the life of The Dark Knight. And you won't believe the vicious final
confrontation between the Clown Prince of Crime and the Caped Crusader!
The unforgettable world of Frank Miller’s Dark Knight saga—reimagined by the comics industry’s greatest artists
with a collection of variant cover art—is brought to life in this hardcover title, BATMAN: THE ART OF THE DARK
KNIGHT: MASTER RACE. No comic has shaped the future of superhero storytelling like Frank Miller’s THE DARK
KNIGHT RETURNS. Even 30 years later, the iconic story of an aged Batman in a strange dystopian future still sets
the gold standard for what a comic book can be. So when Miller’s highly anticipated third installment of the series,
BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT: MASTER RACE, hit comics shops, it was accompanied by DC’s most ambitious
variant cover program ever—over 150 variant covers produced by an all-star roster of artists, from veteran industry
legends to the hottest rising stars. This special edition collects all the covers, variant covers and mini-comic covers
from MASTER RACE, along with never-before-seen sketch material and an introduction by longtime Miller
collaborator and Dark Knight saga inker, Klaus Janson. FEATURING STUNNING ARTWORK BY Frank Miller, Andy
Kubert, Klaus Janson, Jim Lee, Rafael Albuquerque, Neal Adams, Michael Allred, John Cassaday, J. Scott Campbell,
Greg Capullo, Darwyn Cooke, Tim Sale, Brian Bolland, Gary Frank, Ivan Reis, Francis Manapul, David Finch and
many more!
This noir saga, filled with deadly temptation and betrayal, is presented for new fans and old with an oversized and
slipcased hardcover that includes a portfolio and exclusive print. Dwight is a man at the end of his good years, and
the end of his rope. With a murky, violent past, weathered by years of alcoholism, he’s a man with nothing to his
name but a seedy gumshoe job, his own demons, and memories of things that might’ve been love. Then one day one
of those memories walks back into his life—Ava, in the flesh. She’s never forgotten about him, not after all these
years, and now he’s her last chance to live another day. Frank Miller’s return to his comic opus graphic novel series
continues with the luxury edition of Volume 2 A Dame to Kill For. High-end materials and finishes, and iconic
textures from the series combine in a package which evokes the striking asphalt jungle that is Sin City. Housed in a
cloth-covered slipcase with foil stamping and printing is an oversized hardcover featuring a soft-touch matte finish
with spot gloss and foil stamping. New to this edition is a three-page gallery featuring cover art for Volume 2. The
slipcase includes a matching portfolio featuring a deluxe print of new artwork by Frank Miller. As an added bonus,
each volume’s slipcase has a different letter from the logo, placed on the front cover in such a way that alone it looks
like a splash of red wrapping around the slipcase. But when all seven volumes are together it is clear that the
grouping spells out “Sin City.” Discerning fans and new readers can experience this noir masterpiece where old
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flames die hard in the most lavish edition to date! FOR MATURE READERS
When all of Batman's enemies begin acting out of character, the hero sets out to uncover the mastermind behind the
strange phenomena.
Batman: The Dark Knight: Master Race - The Covers Deluxe Edition
Batman/Superman (2019-) #14
Batwoman Vol. 1: Hydrology (The New 52)
The Dark Knight Strikes Again
Before the Dark Knight returned... The Joker. Poison Ivy. Selina Kyle. And the last
Robin.
One of the most highly anticipated sequels of all-time is finally here in DARK KNIGHT
III: THE MASTER RACE! In 1986, Frank Miller introduced his iconic take on Batman and
changed the face of comics forever. Now, three decades after BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT
RETURNS, Miller himself has returned with a third chapter to his groundbreaking saga.
DARK KNIGHT III: THE MASTER RACE continues Frank Miller's landmark DARK KNIGHT SAGA that
began with 1986's THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS and continued with its 2001-2002 sequel THE
DARK KNIGHT STRIKES AGAIN. Co-written by Brian Azzarello and drawn by Andy Kubert and
Klaus Janson, DARK KNIGHT III: THE MASTER RACE returns to a world gone awry left in the
aftermath of the toppling of Lex Luthor and the apparent death... of Batman himself? Then
who will save Gotham City and the rest of the planet against the mysterious Master Race?
Also collected in this graphic novel are the nine mini-comics that originally appeared in
the monthly periodical release of DARK KNIGHT III: THE MASTER RACE, each of which focuses
on a different character from within the world of Miller's Dark Knight. The minicomics
are also written by Miller and Azzarello and will be drawn by some of the greatest
artists currently working in comics, including Miller himself, Eduardo Risso and John
Romita, Jr.! Collected here are all nine chapters of DARK KNIGHT III: THE MASTER RACE as
well as the nine mini-comics.
The Dark Knight gets the Absolute treatment he deserves! Frank Miller's The Dark Knight
Returns is hailed as one of comics masteripiece--and its equally provocative sequel The
Dark Knight Strikes Again--are tales you don't want to miss! With stunning art and
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brilliant commentary, you won't want to miss this collection of Dark Knight stories!
Collecting Batman: The Dark Knight Strikes Again issues #1-4, Absolute Dark Knight #1,
Batman: The Dark Knight Returns #1-4
In a dark dystopian future, Gotham City has descended into lawlessness in the ten years
since the Dark Knight retired. When his city cries out for help, Batman returns to save
the city he had dedicated his life to protecting. Joined by Carrie Kelly, a teenaged
female Robin, Batman takes to the streets to end the threat of the mutant gangs that have
overrun the city. And after facing off against his two greatest enemies, the Joker and
Two-Face, for the final time, Batman finds himself in mortal combat with his former ally,
Superman, in a battle that only one of them will survive. Frank Miller's THE DARK KNIGHT
RETURNS and THE DARK KNIGHT STRIKES AGAIN are considered two of the most influential
superhero graphic novels of all time, cementing Miller's status as one of his
generation's greatest graphic storytellers. Collected here are both parts of Miller's
DARK KNIGHT saga, including THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS #1-4, THE DARK KNIGHT STRIKES AGAIN
#1-3, with additional character sketch and script pages.
Batman: Dark Victory (New Edition)
All Star Batman and Robin, the Boy Wonder
Batman Vol. 5: Zero Year - Dark City (The New 52)
Frank Miller's Sin City Volume 2: A Dame to Kill For (Deluxe Edition)
For use in schools and libraries only. After ten years away from the public eye, a wave
of violence in Gotham City brings Batman back as a vigilante.
The Riddler has arrived in Gotham and he's terrorizing the city with his own twisted
brand of anarchy. But why is he attacking now, and what is his endgame? The Riddler isn't
Batman's only problem, as Killer Croc is on the streets and his violent crimes can't be
ignored. Meanwhile, the Dark Knight has trouble reconciling the increasingly conflicting
ideologies of Alfred Pennyworth and James Gordon in this gripping re-imagining of the
Batman mythology.
At the circus, all hell breaks loose as Bruce Wayne and gal pal Vicki Vale witness a
young boy's life shattered before their eyes, and now, the orphaned boy, Dick Grayson,
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has nowhere to go and no one to turn to--no one but Bruce Wayne.
Following the tragic loss of his crimefighting partner in BATMAN INCORPORATED #8, the
Dark Knight teams with Red Robin, Tim Drake once more!
Batman: The Killing Joke
Batman and Robin (2011-) #19
The Dark Knight Returns: The Golden Child Deluxe Edition
Batman, the Dark Knight Returns
Before the Batcave and Robin, the Joker and the Batmobile ... there was ZERO YEAR. The Riddler has plunged Gotham City into
darkness. How will a young Dark Knight bring his beloved hometown from the brink of chaos and madness and back into the light?
From the critically acclaimed, New York Times #1 best-selling creative team of Scott Snyder and Greg Capullo, BATMAN VOL. 5: ZERO
YEAR--DARK CITY is the concluding volume to Batman's origin story, as you've never seen it before. Collects Batman #25-27, 29-33.
A NEW YORK TIMES Bestseller! Presented for the first time with stark, stunning new coloring by Brian Bolland, BATMAN: THE
KILLING JOKE is Alan Moore's unforgettable meditation on the razor-thin line between sanity and insanity, heroism and villainy,
comedy and tragedy. According to the grinning engine of madness and mayhem known as the Joker, that's all that separates the sane
from the psychotic. Freed once again from the confines of Arkham Asylum, he's out to prove his deranged point. And he's going to use
Gotham City's top cop, Commissioner Jim Gordon, and the Commissioner’s brilliant and beautiful daughter Barbara to do it.
Collecting BATMAN: DARK VICTORY #0-13, this epic continues the story of THE LONG HALLOWEEN. It is early in Batman's
crimefighting career, when James Gordon, Harvey Dent, and the vigilante himself were all just beginning their roles as Gotham's
protectors. Once a town controlled by organized crime, Gotham City suddenly finds itself being run by lawless freaks, such as Poison
Ivy, Mr. Freeze, and the Joker. Witnessing his city's dark evolution, the Dark Knight completes his transformation into the city's
greatest defender. He faces multiple threats, including the seeming return of a serial killer called Holiday. Batman's previous
investigation of Holiday's killings revealed that more than one person was responsible for the murders. So the question remains: who is
committing Holiday's crimes this time? And how many will die before Batman learns the truth?
After ten years away from the public eye, a wave of violence in Gotham City brings Batman back as a vigilante.
A LitRPG Adventure
Batman: The Dark Knight Saga Deluxe Edition
The Long Halloween
Batman: Year One Deluxe Edition

The deluxe edition of Frank Miller’s return to the Dark Knight Universe! It’s been three years since the events of Dark Knight III: The Master
Race. Lara has spent the time learning to be more human, and Carrie Kelley has been growing into her new role as Batwoman. But a terrifying
evil has returned to Gotham City, and Lara and Carrie must team up to stop this growing threat-and they have a secret weapon. Young Jonathan
Kent, “the golden child,” has a power inside of him unlike anything the world has ever seen, and it’s about to be unleashed… Dark Knight
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Returns: The Golden Child is Frank Miller’s triumphant return to the world of the Dark Knight and joining him is the superstar artist Rafael
Grampá, the mastermind behind the groundbreaking Mesmo Delivery. Following work in advertising and film, this incredible collaboration
marks Grampá’s first comics work in six years, bringing his extraordinary detail and storytelling to the Dark Knight saga, resulting in a Dark
Knight story like nothing you’ve ever seen before.
BAD NIGHT, GOOD KNIGHT begins! Legendary Creator Darick Robertson (The Boys, Happy) crafts a horrifying night in Gotham City that
will change Batman forever. A new player in the city is selling a deadly chemical and all of Batman's villains want to buy. Batman is going to
have to stop the chemical from being sold, and stop a deadly stand-off between The Penguin and Mr. Freeze!
Creators all around the globe come together to spotlight the world's greatest detective, Batman! A First of its Kind Publishing Event
Showcasing DC Publishing's Global Reach and Celebrating Batman and His Universe in the run up to The Batman Movie! In coordination with
local publishers spanning multiple countries and continents, Batman has never been so international! With stories from some of DC's superstar
creators, this is a can't miss book of 2021!
#1 New York Times Bestseller The villainous Bane breaks the Bat in one of the most popular and well-known Batman tales! The inmates of
Arkham Asylum have broken free and Batman must push himself to the limits to re-apprehend the Joker, Poison Ivy, the Riddler, Killer Croc
and more. Pushed to the limits, he comes face-to-face against the monstrosity known as Bane, who delivers a crippling blow destined to change
the Caped Crusader forever!
Batman '89 (2021-) #1
Batman: Year One
Dark Knight Returns: The Golden Child (2019-) #1
Watchmen Noir

Bane returns to Santa Prisca, the island nation of his birth, to reclaim it as his own. But before he can embark on
another chapter in his ongoing saga, he crosses paths with the only other person on the planet who can claim to
be Batman's equal: Ra's al Ghul.
Chronicles the quest of "the Fixer" as he battles a deadly menace threatening Empire City and its inhabitants.
This ground-breaking synthesis of comic-book icons and modern cinematic sensibilities redefined an American
myth and reshaped the face of modern graphic novels. And now, a decade later, it's back... to inspire a new
generation This edition contains 28 pages of never-before-seen sketches, art and text, with a new cover,
designed by Chip Kidd. city he had once sworn to protect from spiralling relentlessly into chaos. Batman's
struggles with a new breed of criminal, the training of a new Robin, and his fateful final encounters with
Superman, Two-Face and The Joker, are all woven together seamlessly to mark a warrior's mythic rite of
passage.
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Batman: The Dark Knight ReturnsDC
Batman: the World
The Dark Knight Returns: The Last Crusade (2016-) #1
Batman
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